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ABSTRACT 

Online social networks rapidly propagate information and opinions expressed on such platforms can influence others’ decisions. 

These platforms were widely used during the COVID-19 pandemic, and many celebrities shared their opinions about the 

vaccines developed against the virus. Most encouraged vaccination, but many were skeptical about the vaccines’ safety and 

efficacy. This study modeled the impact of eight influencers’ statements on the public sentiment toward COVID-19 vaccines. 

Sentiment is measured for 2 million vaccine-related tweets, time-series models are used to model the influencers’ impacts, and 

Bayesian analysis of each model’s predictions was used to estimate impacts. The results found that influencers who encourage 

vaccination tend to increase the number of “pro-vaccination” tweets, while influencers sharing “anti-vaccination” messages are 

prone to unstable effects (sometimes leading to fewer anti-vaccination tweets). This study provides insights into the complex 

issue of vaccine hesitancy and may inform public health strategy. 

Keywords 

Vaccine hesitancy, time-series forecasting, vaccines, COVID-19, machine learning, celebrity influence, BSTS, sentiment 
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INTRODUCTION 

The SARS-CoV-2 virus was first detected during December 2019 in Wuhan, China (Zhu et al. 2020). The virus has since 

spread to most of the world and was declared a global pandemic by the World Health Organization on March 11, 2020 (Ryan 

2021). To end the pandemic, governments around the world funded the development of vaccines – the U.S. government alone 

spent roughly $13 billion on vaccines (Bloom et al. 2021). mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccines, such as the COMIRNATY 

vaccine (developed by Pfizer Inc., BioNTech SE, and Shanghai Fosun Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.), and the Moderna vaccine, 

function by injecting genetic material from the virus (or a lab-made modification of the virus) to stimulate the immune system 

to produce antibodies that combat that strain — the immune system is then able to regenerate these antibodies when infected 

with the strain again (Hendaus and Jomha 2021). However, if governments are to achieve the goal of herd immunity (when a 

large part of a population has developed immunity to a disease), they need large proportions, an estimated 67%, of their 

populations to take the developed vaccines (Randolph and Barreiro 2020). Unfortunately, many individuals are hesitant to take 

the vaccine, citing beliefs (often based on misinformation) about the safety and efficacy of the vaccine to support their views 

(Afifi et al. 2021). Vaccine hesitancy leads to a delay in countries achieving herd immunity despite enough availability of 

vaccines — potentially leading to further spread and mutation of the virus, and eventually even greater loss of life (MacDonald 

et al. 2015). Indeed, vaccine hesitancy was recently included in the list of the ten major threats to global health by the World 

Health Organization (Godlee 2019). One approach employed to promote vaccine adoption is to use prominent figures in popular 

culture to spread accurate information and encouragement (Sullivan 2021).  

Celebrities have long held influence among the public, especially among younger age groups, i.e., adolescents and young adults, 

who, incidentally, happen to be one of the most vaccine-hesitant groups (Adams et al. 2021). Celebrity advertising, for instance, 

has been a popular method of marketing used by companies for decades to reach these groups (Yannopoulos 2012). With the 

rise of social media platforms such as Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, Reddit, and others, celebrities have been able to spread 

their views further than ever before, due to the rapid diffusion rate of messages posted on their relatively massive networks 

(Selkie 2022). Recently, many popular celebrities and social media influencers have used their platform to push out statements 

supporting the vaccine, both independently and by partnering with public health authorities; however, a considerable number 

of celebrities have also pushed statements against the vaccine (Sloss 2021), potentially leading to increased vaccine hesitancy 

amongst their followers. This study explores how celebrities and social media influencers have affected the public sentiment, 

as expressed on Twitter, regarding COVID-19 vaccines. 
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RELATED WORK 

Research in the areas of celebrity influence and endorsements has developed significantly in recent times. A review in the late 

20th century suggested that celebrity endorsements were less effective than they had been prior to the 1980s (Kaikati 1987). In 

a similar context, a study conducted in 2021 found that celebrity messages significantly increased users’ urges to make 

impulsive purchases (Zafar et al. 2021). Both analyses, however, look at celebrity messaging in a marketing context, in which 

the subjects being studied behave in a different manner than if they were making health-related decisions (as those explored 

here). A 2013 analysis concluded that celebrity messaging should be further examined as a tool to help public health authorities 

discredit misinformation and promote positive health practices (Hoffman and Tan 2013). In a more specific context, a study 

examining AIDS in the African American community found that while in many cases, celebrities were indeed effective at 

promoting safe practices to avoid contracting HIV/AIDS, many non-celebrities were capable of being just as effective 

(Robinson 2003). Such studies have begun to show interesting results, but further evaluation is needed in this context to develop 

a better understanding of influencers’ impacts on the public’s medical decisions. This study will look at a more recent setting 

in which to study the medical context, namely, the COVID-19 pandemic. The prevalence of this pandemic during the window 

of the study will help provide clearer conclusions, and both kinds of influencers will be studied: those who promote vaccinations 

and those who share messages against vaccines. 

DATA 

To quantify the public opinion towards COVID-19 vaccines, messages regarding these vaccines posted on the Twitter platform 

were collected. 1,948,191 English tweets containing keywords pertaining to vaccines (such as “vaccine” or “vax”) from 

November 1, 2020, through March 11, 2022, were collected. Data was limited to 4,133 tweets per day (some days, fewer 

numbers were collected, often because of site outages) to ensure that the data collected was distributed as evenly as possible 

throughout the window. Once this data was collected, each tweet was cleaned by removing all hashtags, mentions, URLs, 

media (such as images or videos), special formatting characters included with tweets (e.g., “\n”), non-ASCII characters, emojis 

and punctuation. To classify a tweet as pro-vaccination or anti-vaccination, a sentiment score was assigned to each tweet based 

on its processed text; tweets sharing messages promoting vaccines tend to express positive sentiments, whereas tweets sharing 

messages against vaccinations tend to express negative sentiments. To determine the sentiment scores, the Python-based library 

VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner) was used (Hutto and Gilbert 2014). VADER is optimized to 

deal with abbreviated phrases, emoticons, slang, and other elements commonly found in tweets. Once a score, denoted 𝐶, 

between −1 and 1 was obtained, tweets were then labeled as follows:  

1. “Positive” tweets, where 𝐶 > 0.2, which are likely to express pro-vaccination sentiments  

2. “Negative” tweets, where 𝐶 < −0.2, are likely to share messages against vaccinations or mandates  

(Any tweets not falling into either category were discarded.) Two new datasets were built based on the collected tweets and the 

attached sentiment labels: one contained only tweets labeled “positive” and one contained only the “negative”. Both datasets 

were formatted as time series of the number of tweets expressing each sentiment shared per day and a number of useful features 

were added to each dataset. By the end of this process, both the positive and the negative datasets were 495 ×  38 matrices, 

storing the date and tweet count with the 36 other features for each of the 495 days. The data collection phase also involved 

identifying influencers that have made statements in the past regarding COVID-19 vaccines that may have affected the public 

opinion. An influencer is, for the purposes of this study, defined as a social media account on either the Twitter or Instagram 

platforms who had at least 100,000 followers on their respective platform, and had been granted “verified” status on their 

platform as of February 28, 2022. Furthermore, an influencer is said to be positive if the post of interest expresses a pro-

vaccination sentiment (regardless of whether other posts prior or after the post of interest express conflicting sentiments) and 

vice versa. This study tracked a total of eight influential figures — four “positive” accounts: @SteveMartinToGo (tweet) @Bill 

Gates (tweet), @BigBird (tweet), and @johnlegend (Instagram post), and four “negative” accounts: @evangelinelillyofficial 

(Instagram post), @RobSchneider (tweet), @chethanx (video shared on Instagram on July 09, 2021) and @NICKIMINAJ 

(tweet). Although influencers were chosen from both platforms, their posts were discussed extensively on Twitter and their 

impact was studied based solely on the collected tweets. 

MODELS 

To model the impact of a post by an influencer on the recorded sentiment scores, the following process was adopted: 

1. Using only the data prior to the selected influencer’s post, a collection of 5 models (described below) were trained on 

the dataset matching the post’s sentiment (i.e., models for a pro-vaccine post’s impact are trained on the positive 
dataset, and vice versa)  

2. Based on these models, 5 forecasts were generated for the next 20 days after the post (producing a separate forecast 

for each model). These forecasts are labelled counterfactuals i.e., estimates of what “would have happened” in the 

https://twitter.com/SteveMartinToGo/status/1350848052379189249
https://twitter.com/BillGates/status/1352662770416664577
https://twitter.com/bigbird/status/1456971880666046465?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/COQsag-LuLT/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/p/CZPQ4hlLFCl/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/robschneider/status/1413884214726971394?lang=en
https://twitter.com/nickiminaj/status/1437532566945341441?lang=en
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absence of the post. Counterfactuals, in this case, are time-series model with 20 time points (days) of data — they 

estimate the likely trajectory of public sentiment in the days following the post had it not been shared (for positive 

influencers, they represent a forecast of the number of positive tweets over the next 20 days, and vice versa). 

3. The counterfactual data is then passed along with the observed trajectory of the time series (“what actually happened” 

over the next 20 days) into the CausalImpact R library. The library runs a Bayesian analysis on the two time-series 

and returns distributions of the average and sum of the differences between the counterfactual prediction (for the 

number of tweets sharing the influencer’s sentiment) and the observed values (for the number of tweets sharing the 

influencer’s sentiment) over the next 20 days. It also computes the probability that the difference could have been 

observed due to chance 

 

Figure 1. Plot showing the process to compute the impact for an example post on 12/01/2021 — all data points prior to this date (of 

which only the most recent 200 are shown in solid cyan for visibility purposes) would be used to train the models described below, 

which generate the counterfactual shown (in orange). It is then compared to the observed data (dashed cyan) to generate the 

impact estimates. 

To generate the counterfactual estimates, five different models were built, each of which was evaluated based on its root mean 

squared error (RMSE). 80% of the data before the influencer’s post was used to train the models, and the last 20% was used to 

evaluate their performance (by computing the RMSE); after RMSE values were obtained for a model, it was retrained on the 

full data before the post and the forecasts for the period after the post were obtained. The RMSE was calculated in the following 

manner: 

𝐽 = √ 
1

𝑛
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦�̂�)2𝑛

𝑖=1   

where �̂� denotes a 20-element vector of the model’s counterfactual estimates, and 𝑦 represents a 20-element vector of the true 

values of the tweet counts over the next 20 days. The following models were used to generate the counterfactuals (represented 

by y in the equations below): 

1. A linear regression model 

2. A Prophet model with regressors (Taylor and Latham 2018) 

𝑦 = 𝑔(𝑡) + 𝑠(𝑡) + ℎ(𝑡) + ε(𝑡) 

where 𝑔(𝑡) denotes non-periodic trends visible throughout the data, 𝑠(𝑡) represents seasonal patterns, ℎ(𝑡) is used to 

account for the effects of holidays, and ε denotes the error term, storing white noise unaccounted for by the model. If 

the data seems to exhibit "non-linear, saturating growth" (which levels out at some carrying capacity 𝐶), 𝑔(𝑡) can be 

most easily modeled by  

𝑔(𝑡) =
𝐶

1 + 𝑒−𝑘(𝑡−𝑚)
 

where 𝐶 denotes the carrying capacity, the growth rate is represented by 𝑘, and 𝑚 denotes an offset. For non-logistic 

trends, below is a piece-wise linear trend model with 𝑆 change-points (𝑠𝑗, where 𝑗 =  1, . . . , 𝑆) at which the growth 

factor changes 

𝑔(𝑡)  =  (𝑘 + 𝒂(𝑡)⊺𝛅)𝑡 +  (𝑚 + 𝒂(𝑡)⊺𝛄 
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where 𝒂(𝑡) ∈ 0,1𝑆, such that 𝑎𝑗(𝑡) = 1 for all 𝑡 ≥  1 and 𝑎𝑗(𝑡) = 0 otherwise. The change in the growth rate at 𝑠𝑗 is 

denoted by 𝛿𝑗 and included in the vector 𝛿; to ensure the function is continuous, 𝛾 is defined where 𝛾𝑗 = −𝑠𝑗𝛿𝑗. As 

before, the growth rate is represented by 𝑘 and the offset parameter is denoted 𝑚. 

3. An Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) model (Chen and Guestrin 2016) 

Unlike the prior models described, XGBoost builds an additive ensemble of 𝑘 trees to compute the following 

prediction: 

𝑦 = ϕ(𝒙) = ∑ 𝑓𝑘(𝒙),

𝐾

𝑘=1

 𝑓𝑘 ∈ ℱ 

Here, CART (the space of trees), is represented by ℱ = 𝑓(𝒙) = 𝑤𝑞(𝒙), where 𝑞: ℝ𝑚 → 𝑇 represents the tree structure, 

mapping a group of features to their leaf index, 𝑇 represents the tree’s leaf count and 𝑓𝑘 represents a tree with structure 

𝑞 and weights 𝑤 ∈ ℝ𝑇. To update the model’s functions based on previous examples, XGBoost works to minimize 

the following objective:  

ℒ(ϕ) = ∑ 𝑙(𝑦�̂�, 𝑦𝑖)𝑖 + ∑ [γ𝑇 +
1

2
λ||𝑤||

2
]𝑘 , 

and 𝛾𝑇 +
1

2
𝜆||𝑤||

2
is commonly abbreviated Ω(𝑓). Here, 𝑙(𝑦�̂�, 𝑦𝑖) =

1

2
(𝑦�̂� − 𝑦𝑖)2, but any differentiable 𝑙 is acceptable. 

𝜆 is the regularization parameter and 𝛾 controls the pruning of the model, with both parameters working together to 

penalize extra complexity (and avoid overfitting). 

4. A Prophet model with gradient-boosted errors 

This model uses a two-pronged approach towards modeling the time series. First, a Prophet model as described above 

is used to approximately represent the time series (ignoring all extra regressors). Then, an XGBoost model is applied 

to the residual terms of the Prophet model. In this way, approaches (2) and (3) above are combined to generate a fourth 

model. 

5. A weighted ensemble combining all four previous models based on their ranked RMSE: 

𝑦 = θ1ℎ1 + θ2ℎ2 + θ3ℎ3 + θ4ℎ4 

where ℎ𝑖  represents the predictions of the 𝑖th model, and θ𝑖 ∈ 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4 represents the weight the 𝑖th model’s 

predictions receive. The model with the lowest RMSE received a weight of 0.4, the next lowest received a weight of 

0.3 and so on. These values were chosen since they sum to 1.0 and provided an easy way to weight the accuracy of 

the models — in future work, alternative weights may be explored. 

 

To perform the intervention analysis, two distinct time periods were defined: if 𝑑 represents the date of an influence post 

regarding the vaccine, the 1) pre-intervention period is defined to run from November 1, 2020, to 𝑑 − 1, and the 2) post-

intervention period is defined to run from 𝑑 to 𝑑 + 20. Then, using the CausalImpact R package (Brodersen et al. 2015), the 

information from these counterfactuals were combined with a Bayesian structural time series model. A Bayesian structural 

time series model takes the following form: 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑍𝑡
𝑇α𝑡 + ε𝑡                ε𝑡 ∼ 𝒩(0, 𝐻𝑡) 

α𝑡+1 = 𝑇𝑡α𝑡 + 𝑅𝑡η𝑡        η𝑡 ∼ 𝒩(0, 𝑄𝑡) 

where 𝑦𝑡 represents the observed data, and α𝑡 represents the unobserved latent state. The priors for this model were the 

distributions of the model parameters which were chosen to be Gaussian random walks with standard deviation 0.01 (as per 

the CausalImpact recommendation for stable time series). This model was used to estimate 3 values over the next 20 days: 1) 

the average impact, which was computed as the average daily difference between the observed number of tweets sharing the 

influencer’s sentiment and models’ estimates throughout post-intervention period; 2) the total impact, which was computed as 

the sum of the differences between the observed data and counterfactual estimate over the post-intervention period; and 3) the 

p-value, which represents the Bayesian one-sided tail area probability of obtaining the computed differences by chance.  
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RESULTS 

Before interpreting the model results, it is important to make two distinctions: 1) An influencer is said to have had a positive 

impact when the estimated average and total impacts for an influencer are greater than 0. If the impact estimates are below 0, 

the influencer is said to have had a negative impact. This means that a “negative” influencer (based on the sentiment their 

vaccine-related post expresses) may have a positive impact (implying that the number of negative tweets increased overall in 

the post-intervention period), and vice versa. 2) An influencer is said to have had a significant impact when the p-value 

(Bayesian one-sided tail area probability) of their impact is below 0.050 (i.e., 𝛼 =  0.05). 

Influencer RMSE Average Impact Total Impact p-value 

@SteveMartinToGo 0.785 620.02 12400.32 0.022 

@BillGates 0.690 238.59 5671.80 0.001 

@BigBird 0.665 12.10 241.97 0.013 

@johnlegend 0.612 14.204 284.97 0.003 

Table 1. Weighted ensemble estimates for influencers sharing pro-vaccination message 

In both the instances of @SteveMartinToGo and @BillGates, all models agree on the influencers having significant, positive 

impacts, albeit to varying degrees. These similar results make intuitive sense, given that both posts were shared within a short 

time of each other. For @BigBird, four out of five models seemed to agree on the tweet having a positive impact, with another 

four out of five models also electing that the tweet had a significant impact. For @johnlegend, only three out of five models 

believed the post had a significant impact, although every model showed that the impact was positive (the XGBoost 

counterfactual computed almost an imperceptible impact). 

Influencer RMSE Average Impact Total Impact p-value 

@evangelinelillyofficial 1.256 352.94 7058.87 0.001 

@chethanx 0.728 48.12 962.35 0.001 

@RobSchneider 0.742 48.99 979.85 0.001 

@NICKIMINAJ 0.487 -123.84 -2476.88 0.001 

Table 2. Weighted ensemble estimates for influencers sharing anti-vaccination messages 

For each influencer in this category, all models predicted a significant impact — furthermore, each impact was fairly large in 

magnitude (note that not all of these impacts were positive). The weighted ensemble (the most robust of the models built) did 

indeed perform near the best in every case. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results from the “positive” influencers, it seems as though statements made in early 2021 were more impactful 

than those made later. This may be because the global focus on vaccines decreased as time went on. Indeed, the estimated 

impacts mostly decrease as one moves through the “positive” influencers chronologically. Overall, the results for the “negative” 

influencers were more volatile than the “positive”, with many influencers’ results being disputed amongst the models. However, 

the patterns found amongst these influencers imply that “negative” posts made by influencers did indeed affect the 

conversations Twitter users had regarding the vaccines. In fact, in almost every model in the “negative” section, the estimated 

cumulative impacts were on the order of 103 or greater. However, not all these impacts were positive; in fact, in multiple 

instances, a “negative” post by an influencer was able to significantly increase the number of “positive” tweets in the following 

days. This phenomenon can be directly observed by reading selected “negative” posts by influencers on a selected platform — 

many users, in response to the statements in the original post, begin to provide their own counterarguments in favor of the 

vaccine. This generates a “counter-effect”, where a “negative” post leads to a higher influx of “positive” tweets. Some 

influencers (e.g., @NICKIMINAJ) fell victim to this counter-effect according to all models, whereas others (e.g., 

@evangelinelillyofficial) had conflicting results between models.  

This study aimed to evaluate the effect influencers had on the public sentiment of COVID-19 vaccines from late 2020 to early 

2022. Based on the results, pro-vaccination messages sent out by influencers tend to considerably, and statistically 

significantly, increase the number of pro-vaccination tweets in the following days. Influencers that send out anti-

vaccination messages have large, statistically significant impacts, although sometimes in the opposite. Future work in 

this area may include adding more influencers to the analysis, to develop a more comprehensive picture of the impact 
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– looking at more features (e.g., seasonality) would also help make the results more robust. Also, this study did not 

establish causality — although the CausalImpact library was used, the counterfactuals were built solely based on prior 

data. Designing a randomized experiment to determine whether a post actually causes the observed differences should 

be explored in the future. The results of this study provide a clearer picture of the impact celebrities and social media 

influencers have on the public perception of vaccines. These findings can inform public health strategy and aid health 

officials in better understanding vaccine hesitancy; this understanding will be crucial as information — and 

misinformation — spreads with increasing speed on social media. 
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